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Abstract. Existence and uniqueness of the solution to some boundary value problems for 
the second-order differential equation in a critical case is proved by using the method of upper 
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The method of upper and lower solutions has been firstly used to solve the 
nonlinear boundary value problems (for short BVP-s) in a noncritical case (see 
e.g. [7]). In the last time some papers have appeared they use this method, sometimes 
with other arguments, in a critical case (e.g. [5], [2], [6]). 
Here on the basis of this method combined with apriori estimates the solution 
of the differential equation 
(1) x" =f(t,x,x') 
is searched for which satisfies one of the following boundary conditions 
(2:) x'(a) = 0, x'(b) = 0, ' a < b (Neumann's conditions) 
(22) x(a) - x(b) = 0, x'(a) - x'(b) = 0, a < b, 
(periodic conditions), 
(23) x'(a) = 0, x(b) - x(c) = 0, a < c < b, 
(three point conditions), 
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(24) x(c) - x(a) = 0, x(b) - x(d) = 0, a<c<^d<b9 
(three or four points conditions). 
We shall assume tha t / e C([a9 b] x R
2
9 R) and we shall show that all BVP-s (1), 
(2 j) j = 1, 2, 3, 4, have similar properties. Besides the existence, the problem of 
uniqueness of a solution to the BVP (1), (2 )̂ is studied together with the case that 
the set of all solutions to that problem is connected in the space C([a9 b]9 R) provided 
with the sup-norm (Peano's phenomenon). Further a BVP with a parameter is 
investigated and finally the theory of isotone and antitone operators (see [1], [8]) 
is applied to the investigation of a special case of the BVP (1), (2j)9 j = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
In what follows j will be an arbitrary, but fixed number, from the set {1, 2, 3, 4}. 
LINEAR PROBLEM 
Thfc eigenvalue problem x" = Xx9 (2j)9 has an eigenvalue X = 0 and the cor-
responding eigenfunction JCO(0 = c # 0. This problem has no positive eigenvalue 
as the following lemma indicates. 
Lemma 1. Let K < 0. Then the problem (2j)9 
(3) xT + Kx = 0, 
has only the trivial solution. 
Proof. Here and in the sequel only the case (3), (24) will be proved. In the other 
cases the proof is similar. By (3), each nontrivial solution x(t) of (3) has neither 
a positive local maximum nor a negative local minimum. 
Let x(a) > 0. Then x(t) possesses a nonnegative local minimum in [a9 c] and 
hence x'(c) ^ 0, x"(c) > 0. This implies that x(t) > 0, x'(t) > 0, x"(t) > 0 in 
(c, b] and hence the second of conditions (24) is not fulfilled. In case x(a) < 0 
we come to contradiction, too. If x(a) = 0, then x(t) = 0 in [a9 c] and by the 
considerations as above we get that x(t) = 0 in [c9 b]9 too. 
Lemma 2. Let K < 0. Then there exists the Green function G(t9 s) of the problem 
5G 
dt 
(3), (2^). This function is continuous in [a9 b] x [a9 b] and ------- is continuous in the 
triangles a^t^s^b9a^s^t^b. 
Proof. Letg(/) e C([a9 b]9 R) and let C(t9 s) = [e^<'-«> - <r ^ ^ J / ^ / ^ K ) 
be the Cauchy function for (3). Then the general solution of the equation x" + 
+ -?x-= g(t) is of the form 
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t 
(4) x(f) - c. e^' + c2 e~^' + J C(t, s) g(s) ds 
a 
and 
x'(t) = yf=K(ct e^< - c2 e ' ^ ' ) + J ^ ^ g(s) ds, a £ t£ b. 
By substituting x(t) into (24) for c t , c2 we get the system of two conditions 
c . ( c ^ - *!=*•) + c 2 ( c ^ ^









With respect to Lemma 1 this system has a unique solution (ct, c2). Putting this 
solution into (4) we get that 
b 
x(t) = J G(t9 s) g(s) ds, a __ t __ b9 
a 
with a uniquely determined function G(t, s) and this function has all required 
properties. 
Lemma 3. Let K < 0. Then the Green function G(t9 s) for the problem (3), (2j)9 
satisfies the inequality 
(5) G(t9 s) __ 0, a __ t9 s _i b. 
Proof. If suffices to show that for each function x(t) e C2([a9 b]9 R) satisfying 
the boundary conditions (2j) the following implication holds: 
If 
(6) x"(t) + Kx(t) __ 0 in [a9 b), 
then 
(7) x(t) __ 0 for each t e [a9 b]. 
Again only the problem (3), (24) will be considered. The solution x(t) of (6) 
has the following property: If x(t0) > 0, jc'(t0) __ 0 for a t0 e (a9 b)9 then ^(t) > 0, 
x'(t) > 0, x"(t) > 0 in [t0, b], while in the case x(t0) > 0, x'(t0) < 0 we have that 
x(t) > 0, x'(t) < 0, x"(t) > 0 in [a, / 0 ] . 
If x(a) > 0, then x'(a) __ 0 leads to the inequalities x(t) > 0, x'(t) > 0, x"(t) > 0 
in (a, b] which contradicts the second condition in (24). If x(a) > 0, x
f(a) < 0, 
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then x(c) > 0, x'(c) Jg 0 and again we get contradiction with the second condition 
in (24). Hence x(a) ^ 0, x(c) g 0 and clearly x(t) g 0 in [a, c]. This implies that 
there is no point tQ e (a, b) with the property x(t0) > 0, x'(t0) < 0. Hence if 
*(to) > 0 in (c, b), then x'(t) > 0 in (t0, b] and again we come to contradiction 
with the second condition in (24). Therefore (7) is true. 
PEANO'S P H E N O M E N O N 
Lemma 4. Assume that 
(i) f(t, .,y) is nondecreasing in R for each (t, y) e [a, b] x R, 
(ii) for each r > 0 there is an Lr > 0 such that 
\f(t,x,y)-f(t,x,z)\ £L,\y-z\, 
for each pair of points (t, x, y), (t, x, z) e [a, b] x [ -r , r] x [ - r , r]. 
Ifx(t)9 y(t) are two solutions of (I) on [a, b] and x(t) - y(t) ^ 0 in [t1, t2] c [a, b], 
*(ti) - y'(ti) > 0(x'(h) - y'(h) = 0), then 
x(t) - y(t) > 0, x'(t) - y'(t) > 0 in (h, b] (x'(t) - y'(t) ^ 0 in [tt, t2]). 
Proof. Denote v(t) =- x(t) - y(t) in [a,b]. Then 
(8) t,"(0 - U(U x(t), x'(t)) - f(t, y(t), x'(t))] + 
,+ [f(U y(t\ x'(t)) - /(;, y(t), y'(t))] in [a, 6]. 
Consider the case v'(t±) > 0 and v(t) ^ 0 in [tt, t2]. Then there is a maximal 
t3, ti < t3 <; fe such that v'(t) > 0, »(/) > 0 in (tt, t3). If v'(t3) = 0, then from (8) 
we would have 
(9) V(t) £ - l/C, y(0, *'(0) - f(U y(t\ y'(t)) | ^ - L,t/(0 
in [ti, t3] with a suitable r > 0 and hence, 
v'(h) £ v'(h) exp [ -4 ( t 3 - tx)] > 0, 
which gives that v'(t) > 0 must hold in [tt, b] and thus, t>(t) > 0 in (tx, 6]. If 
t?'(ti) - 0, then from (9) we only get that v'(t) £ 0 in [tt, t2]. 
Remark 1. By this lemma, there are no two solutions x(t)9 y(t) of (1) on [a, b] 
such that x(tt) •» y(tt)9 i =* 1,2, and x(t) > ^(t) in (tj, t2). Hence, if x(tt) -= j^tO, 
*'(ti) ** y'(ti) and there are points tH -> tt + as n -* oo such that *(*„) > j>(fB), 
then x(t) > y(t)9 x
f(t) > y'(t) in (h, « . 
Theorem 1 (Peano's phenomenon). If the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied, 
<M&*(t)iy(t) are two solutions of(\)9 (2S)9 then 
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(a) x(t) - y(0 = c = const in [a, b}\ 
(b) ifc > 0(c < 0), then for each ct, 0 = cx = c (0 = ct = c) the function y(t) + 
+ ct is a solution of the problem (1), (2;). 
Proof. Only the case (1), (24) will be considered. Denote v(t) = x(t) - y(t) 
in [a, b]. By properly denoting the solutions x(t), y(t) we may assume that v(a) ^ 0. 
By Lemma 4 the case v(a) ^ 0, v'(a) > 0 would lead to contradiction with (24). 
If v(a) > 0, v'(a) = 0, then by this lemma v(t) is a nondecreasing function in 
a maximal interval where v(t) = 0, hence in [a, b]. If v'(t0) > 0 for a t0 e (a, b), 
then v(t) would be increasing in [/0, b] which contradicts the second condition 
in (24). Thus v(t) ss v(a) > 0. Since v(c) = v(a), the case v(a) > 0, v'(a) < 0 
would imply that there is a point t0, a < t0 < c, such that v(t0) > 0, v'(t0) > 0 
and, in view of Lemma 4, we again come to contradiction with (24). The case 
v(a) = 0, v'(a) < 0 can be inverted to the case v(a) = 0, v'(a) > 0 by relabelling 
the solutions x(t), y(0- If v(a) = v'(a) = 0, then either v(t) = 0 in [a, b], or by 
Remark 1, there is a point t0, a = t0 < b such that v(t) = 0 in [a, t0] and either 
v(t) > 0, v'(t) > 0 in (t0, b] or v(t) < 0, v'(t) < 0 in (t0, b]. In the lâ t two cases 
we come to contradiction with (24). The statement (a) is completely proved. 
To prove (b), suppose that c > 0 and 0 ^ c\ = c. Then (>(0 4- ci)" = y*(t) = 
= f(t, y(t\ y'(t)) = f(t, y(t) + Cl, (y(t) + cx)') for each t e [a, b]9 since x\t) = 
= At, y(t) + c, y'(t)) = f(t, y(t), y'(t)) = y\t) in [a, b] and / ( / , . . , y) is non-
decreasing in R. ' t 
Theorem 2. Iff satisfies the strengthened condition (i) 
(i') f(t,., y) is increasing in Rfor each (t, y) e [a, b] x R, then there exists at most 
one solution of (I), (2j). 
Proof. Only the case (1), (24) is proved. Suppose that there are two solutions 
x(0, y(0 of (1), (24) and that the function v(t) = x(t) - y(t) has a positive local 
maximum at t0. If a < t0 < b, then v(t0) > 0, v\t0) = 0, v"(t0) g 0. On the other 
hand, by (i')v"(t0) = x"(t0) - / ( / 0 ) =f(t0, x(t0), x'(t0)) - / ( / 0 , y(t0)9 x'(t0)) > 0 
which gives a contradiction. If t0 = a or t0 = b, then v attains a positive local 
maximum at c or at d, and hence the same conclusion follows. 
METHOD OF LOWER AND UPPER SOLUTIONS 
The notion of a lower and upper solution can be defined for the problem 
(1), (2,). 
Definition 1. We say that <x(t) e C2([a, b]9 R) (fi(t) e C
2([a, b]9 R)) is a lower 
solution for (1), (2j) (an upper solution for (1), (2j)) if 
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«'(') ^ f(t, «(')• a '(0), (p"(t) = f(t, P(0, PV)) for every t e [a, b] 
and in case (2:) 
(11) <x'(a) £ 0, a'(b) = 0 ()?'(«) = 0, /J'(fc) ^ 0); 
incase (22) 
(12) a(a) - a(b) = 0, a'(a) - a'(fc) = 0 (j?(a) - 0(fc) = 0, p'(a) - p'(b) = 0); 
in case (23) 
(13) a'(a) = 0, ' a(b) - a(c) = 0 (p'(a) = 0, p(b) - p(c) = 0); 
in case (24) 
(14) a(c) - a(a) = 0, a(fc) - a(d) = 0 (0(c) - p(a) = 0, 0(6) - p(d) = 0). 
Remark 2. If we denote 
g(t) - a"(0 - /(r, a(0, a'(0), MO = j»*(0 - f(f, P(t\ P'(t)), > e [a, b], 
and t;(0 (w(t)) is the solution of (3) for K < 0 which satisfies the same boundary 
conditions as a(0 (P(t)), e.g. in case (24) 
Kc) - v(a) = a(c) - a(a), v(b) - i>(</) = a(b) - a(J), 
(H<C) - w(a) = fi(c) - p(a), w(b) - w(d) = 0(6) - 0(d)), 
then 
(15) g(0 = 0, h(t) ^ 0 in [a, fc] 
and by using the identita (x(t) x'(t))' = —Kx2(t) + x'2(t) which is true in [a, b] 
for each solution x(t) of (3) we get that 
(16) t;(0 g 0, (vKO = 0) in [a, b]. 
Hence if G(t, s) is the Green function for the problem (3), (2j), then the lower 
solution a(0 and the upper solution P(t) for that problem satisfy the relations 
a(0 = v(t) + J G(t, s) lf(s, a(s), a'(s)) + Ka(s) + g(s)] ds, 
a 
m = w(0 + J G(t, s) tf(s, p(s), p'(s)) + Kp(s) + h(s)l ds, 
a 
and in view of Lemma 3, (15), (16), we have 
(17) a(0 ^ Ta(t), P(t) = Tp(t), t e [a, b], 
where T: C^a, b], R) -• C2([a, b], R) is the operator defined by 
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b 
(18) Tx(t) = J G(t9 s) [/(s, x(s)9 x'(s)) + Kjc(s)] ds, a ^ ^ f c . 
a 
The meaning of 7* is based on the equivalence of the problem (1), (2j) to the integro-
differential equation 
b 
(19) x(0 = J G(t9 s) [/(s, x(s)9 x'(s)) + Kx(s)] ds, aSt^b. 
a 
The existence of the BVP (1), (2,) will be proved by using the method developed 
by K. Schmitt in [7]. First we Shall deal with a modified problem (2y), 
(20) x" + Kx = F(t9 x9 x')9 
where K < 0 and F is continuous on [a9 b] x _R
2. 
Lemma 5. Let there exist a constant L > 0 _yt/c/i that 
\F(t9x9y)\ ^L 
for all (t9 x, y) e [a9 b] x R
2. Then the BVP (20), (2j) has a solution. 
Proof. Let C1 = Cl([a9 b]9 R) be endowed with the norm || x \\t = sup | x(t) | + 
a^tSb 
+ sup | x'(t) |. Then (C1, | | . \\t) is a Banach space. Define the mapping 7\ : 
a£f£6 
C1 -> C1 by setting for each x e C1 
Txx(0 = J G(r, s) F(s, x(s), x'(s)) ds, a ^ t ^ &, 
a 
where G is the Green function for (3), (2j). If 
(b-a), N = sup | G(í, s) | (b - o), ^ І = sup 
ðG(f, s) 
дt 
then we have that | Txx(t) | ^ NL, | (Txx)' (t) \ ^ NtL. Therefore Tt maps the 
closed, bounded and convex set 
Bx = {x e C
1 : | x(0 | ^ NL, | x'(0 I ^ NiL, fl^^t} 
into itself. Furthermore TXBX is compact. Hence, by the Schauder fixed point 
theorem Tx has a fixed point in Bt. This is a solution of (20), (2J). 
Lemma 6. Assume that the assumption of Lemma 5 is fulfilled and that there 
exist a lower solution <x(t) and an upper solution p(t) of the problem (20), (2 )̂ such 
that <x(t) S P(t)9 a £ t ^b. Then there exists a solution x(t) of (20), (2j) with the 
property 
(21) <x(t) ^ x(t) ^ fi(t), for every t e [a, b]. 
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Proof. Define the function H(t, x, y) on [a, b] x R2 by setting 
Җt,x,y)={ 
F(t, /?(.), y) + 4- ~ - # . if x > /?(.), 
z 1 + x 
F(t,x,y) if a(ť) £ x £ fi(t), 
F(t,a(t),y)+£-X~a(? ifx«x(.). 
L 1 + x 
Since F is bounded, H is also bounded. H is, together with F, continuous on 
[a, b] x R2. Hence, by Lemma 5, there exists a solution x(t) of x" + Kx = H(t, x, x'), 
(2j). We now show that (21) is true. Denote t?(/) = x(t) - p(t), t e [a, b]. If v(t) ^ 0 
on [a, b] were not true, then there would exist a point t0 e [a, b] at which v(t) attains 
its positive absolute maximum in [a,b]. 
If t0 e (a, b), then v(t0) > 0, v'(t0) = 0, v"(t0) ^ 0. On the other hand, v"(t0) = 
- x"(t0) - p\to) = ~K(x(t0) - p(t0)) + JL
 x{to) " / ( y > 0 which is a con-
2 1 + x2(t0) 
tradiction. The case t0 = a or /0 = fc also leads to contradiction, since the condi-
tions (2j), (11)-(14) imply that there is an inner point tt £{a,b) at which v(t) 
attains its positive absolute maximum. 
Similarly x(t) ^ a(t), a ^ t g b, can be proved. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 6. 
Definition 2 ([2], p. 174). We say that the function / satisfies a Bernstein -
Nagumo condition if for each M > 0 there exists a continuous function hM: 
00 s ds 
[0, oo) -* [aM, oo) with aM > 0 and f . , . = + oo such that for all x, \ x \ <; M, 
hM(s) 
all / 6 [a, b] and all ye R 
\f(t,x,y)\^hM(\y\). 
Lemma 7 ([3], p. 503, [2], p. 174). Let f satisfy a Bernstein—Nagumo condition. 
Let x(t) be any solution of(l) on [a, b] satisfying the condition \ x(t) \ ^ M, a ^ t g 
:g b. Then there exists a number N > 0 depending only on M,hM such that \ x'(t) \ g 
<> N on [a, b]* More exactly, N can be taken as the root of the equation 
2M/(b-a) nM\s) 
Theorem 3 (Compare with [5], pp. 20-30). If a(t), fi(t) are lower and upper 
solutions for the BVP (1), (2j) such that <x(t) ^ 0(t) on [a, b] and f satisfies a Bern-
stein-Nagumo condition, then there exists a solution x(t) of (I), (2j) with a(t) g 
£ x(t) & P0)> <* £ t £ b. 
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Proof. Let M = max [sup |a(OI, sup \P(t)\]. By Lemma 7, there exists 
fe[a,6] f6[a,b] 
an N > 0 such that for each solution x(t) of (1) the implication holds: If | x(t) | ^ 
^ Af on [a9 b]9 then | x'(t) | ^ N on the same interval. Let N be such that N > 
> | a'(0 I, N > I j8'(0 I for every te [a9 b]. 
Define F(t9 x9y) on the set wxR where w = {(t9 x)e R
2: a(0 S x £ (i(t)9 te 
e [a9 b]} by setting 
\f(t9x9N) + Kx9 if y>N9 
F(t,x9y) = \f(t9x9y) + Kx9 if | y \ g N, 
l/(t, x, -N ) + Kx, if y < - N 
and extend to [a9 b] x #
2 by the relation 
F(t v v ^ ^ f t ^ O / y ) . " i f . * > « 0 . 
*l*,*,W l ^ a ^ ) , ^ ) , i f x < a ( 0 . 
Then F is bounded and F(t9 a(0, a'(0) = /('> «(0. «'(0) + M O , *T*> 0(0, )3'(0) = 
= /(t> $(0, /*'(0) + -KjS(0» hence a(0 is a lower solution and fi(t) Is an upper solu-
tion of (20), (2j). By Lemma 6 there exists a solution x(0 of that problem such 
that a(0 ^ x(t) ^ /?(0, re [a, 6]. In view of the definition of the function F9 
x(t) is the solution of the equation x" = fx(t9 x9 x') where 
f(t9x9N)9 iiy>N9 
fi(U x9y) = {/(/, x9y)9 if - N ^ y <> N, 
f(t9x9-N)9 iiy < -N 
and 
l/i(Ax ,y)l ^ M l y l ) for all. f e [tf, 6], | * | g M, and \y\£N. 
By Lemma 7, each solution z(0 of the equation x" = ft(t9 x9x') satisfying | z(0 I ^ 
= M fulfils | z'(0 I g N and thus x(t) satisfies the inequality | x'(t) | g N in [a, b] 
which implies that x(t) is a solution of (1), (2J). The theorem is proved. 
Denote 
(22) q>(c) = min f(t9c90), ^(c) = max/(t, c,0) for each c e R 
a£t£b a£t£b 
The functions 9, \j/ are continuous and <p(c) g \p(c) for every c e .R. 
A necessary condition for the existence of a solution to (1), (2j) is given by the 
lemma. 
Lemma 8, The following statements are true: 
1. x(t) s c9 a g t ^ b9 is a solution of(\)9(2j) if and only if 9(c) =* i/f(c) == 0. 
2. If there exists a solution x(t) of(\)9 (2j)9 then • . - - , . 
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( 2 3 ) Hc3)^09 q>(c4)SO, 
where c3 a min x(0, c4 = max x(t). 
3. If \l/(c) < 0 in an interval [cx, c2] or <p(c) > 0 in that interval, then there is no 
solution x(t) of(\), (2J) such that 
(24) d g x(t) ^ c2 for all t e [a, b]. 
The proof of the statement 1 is trivial. The second statement follows from the 
fact that for each solution x(t) of (1), (2̂ ) there exists a point t0 e [a, b] such that 
x(t) ^ x(/0) = cz (x(t) <£ x(t0) = c4) for every / e [a9 b] and x
f(t0) = 0, x"(t0) ^ 
^ 0(x'(to) = 0, x\t0) ^ 0). The third statement follows from the second one. 
A sufficient condition for the existence of a solution to (1), (2̂ ) is established 
in the following corollary to Theorem 3. 
Corollary 1. If f satisfies a Bernstein—Nagumo condition and there exists a pair 
ct <Z c2 such that 
(25) Hci) ^ 0 £ cp(c2)9 
then there exists a solution x(t) 0/(1), (27) satisfying (24). 
Proof. By (10)-14), p(t) =s c2, a ^ / ̂  b9 is an upper solution of (1), (2̂ ) iff 
fit, c2,0) ^ 0 in [a, b] and a(t) s cl9 te[a, b], is a lower solution of (1), (2,) iff 
f(t, cx, 0) ^ 0 in the same interval. Both inequalities are satisfied in [a9 b] when 
(25) is true. 
Corollary 2. If f satisfies a Bernstein —Nagumo condition and there exists 
a sequence of pairs {clk}9 {c2k}9 4 = 1 , 2 such that 
Cik -§ c2k, c2k < c1,k+1, \l/(clk) ^ 0 ̂  (p(c2k), k = 1,2,..., 
then there exist infinitely many solutions of(\), (2j). 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM WITH A PARAMETER 
Consider the problem (2 )̂, 
(1.) x'=f(t,x,x') + s, 
with a real parameter s. 
Then the following statements are true: 
1. If fi(t) is an upper solution of the problem (\SI)> (2j), then fi(t) is also an upper 
solution for (ls), (2̂ ) for each s ̂  st. 
2. If a(t) is a lower solution for the problem (Ui)* (2y), then <x(t) is also a lower 
solution for (1#), (2,) for each s & s2. 
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3. Let/(t,., y) be nondecreasing in R for each (t9 y) e [a9 b] x R. Then the follow-
ing statements holds: If fi(t) is an upper solution and <x(t) a lower solution of (ls), 
(2j), then for each c > 0 the function P(t) + c is also an upper solution and 
<x(t) - c is a lower solution for the same problem. 
4. Let / ( / , . , y) be nondecreasing in R for each (t9 y) e [a9 b] x R. If st g s2 and 
there exists an upper solution pt(t) for the problem (l5l), (2 )̂ and a lower solution 
<Xi(t) for the problem (152), (2,.), then for each s9 si ^ ^ 2 , there exists a lower 
solution <x(t) and an upper solution ft(t) of (1), (2;) such that <x(f) g f)(t) on [a, 6], 
Proof. By the statements 1 and 2, pt is an upper solution and a t is a lower 
solution of (15), (2j) for each s, sx ^ s ^ s2. Then by taking sufficiently great 
c > 0, on the basis of the statement 3, we get that <x(t) = <xx(t) — c and p(t) = 
= /*i(0 + c, a ^ / ^ fe, are a lower and an upper solution for (15), (2j) with the 
desired property. 
Let (p(c) and \j/(c) be defined by (22). Then the following statements hold: 
5. /?(/) = c9 a S t ^ b9 is an upper solution for (15), (2j) for each s ;> -<p(c). 
<x(/) = c, a ^ f ^ fc, is a lower solution for (15), (2 )̂ for each s ^ -&(c). 
6. If cx < c2 and ^(cx) ^ <p(c2), then for each s such that 
-q>(c2) ^ s ^ -^(cO, 
c t is a lower solution, c2 is an upper solution for (15), (2j). 
On the basis of the last statement we prove the theorem. 
Theorem 4. If f satisfies a Bernstein — Nagumo condition and is such that there 
exist two sequences 
cx > c2 > ... > cn > . . . - • - co , dt < d2 < d3 < ... < dn < . . . - • oo 
us n -» oo where cx < dt and there exists a number st with the property 
(26) -<p(dn) <st< ~^(cn)9 n = 1,2,..., 
then the set of alls for which there exists a solution for (15), (2j) is an interval contain-
ing sx as an inner point. 
Proof. Since cx is a lower solution and dt is an upper solution for (l5l), (2,), 
there exists a solution x9i(t) to (l5l). (2^). Clearly si can vary in the open interval 
( — <p(di), — *l*(ci))- Suppose that s-< st and that there exists a solution x?(t) to 
(1~), (2j). Then for s, 3 < s < st, x?(t) is an upper solution to (l t), (2 )̂ and, in view 
of the statement 6 and (26) cn with sufficiently great n9 is a lower solution whereby 
cn < x%(t) for each t e [a9 b]. Hence by Theorem 3 there exists a solution xs(t) 
of the problem (ls), (2^). Similar considerations for s > s > st can be carried out. 
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Corollary 3. Iff satisfies a Bernstein- Nagumo condition, f(t,., 0) is nondecreasing 
in Rfor each t e [a, b] and there are numbers cx < dx, st such that 
(27) -V(dx) <sx < -<Kci), 
then the conclusion of Theorem 4 is true. 
Proof. Since both functions <p(c), \l/(c) are nondecreasing, the inequalities (27) 
imply the inequalities (26) and the result follows. 
Remark 3. In the proof of Theorem 4 we have shown the following implications: 
If s :g s g st, then for each solution xf(t) of (I7), (2,.) and each constant cn g 
<£ x?(t)9 a ^ t g b, satisfying (26), there exists a solution xs(t) of (ls), (2,-) such that 
;. cH £ xj(t) £ x;(t)9 a^t^b. 
If st g s g s, then for each solution x~(t) of (I7), (2j) and each constant dn ^ 
^ xz(i), a S t g b, for which (26) is true there exists a solution xs(t) of (ls), (2j) 
with the property 
x7(t) £ x.(t) g dn, a^t^h. 
By this remark and by Corollary 3 we get the following theorem. In this theorem 
the Banach space C1 == Cl([a, b], R) is provided with the same norm as above. 
Theorem 5 (Comparison theorem), If f satisfies a Bernstein — Nagumo condition, 
f(t> •> y) is increasing in Rfor each (t, y) e [a, b]x R and the condition (27) is fulfilled, 
then there exists an interval I such that for each se I there exists a unique solution 
xg(i) for (\s),(2j) whereby 
(28) Si < s2 implies that xSl(t) g xS2(t) in [a, b]for any two st, s2e I 
and the solution xa(t) continuously depends in C
1 on seL 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the solution to (ls), (23) for each s from 
an interval 7 follows from Corollary 3 and Theorem 2. The last remark gives the 
implication (28). 
Fix a constant K < 0 and denote G(t, u) the Green function for (3), (2j). Then 
for each s e I the solution xa(t) of (ls), (2j) satisfies the integral equation 
(29) xs(t) =-= J G(t, u) [f(u, x5(u), x
f
s(u)) + Kxs(u) + s] du = 
a 
+ J G{t, u) [/(M, xs(u), x's(u)) + Kxs(u)-] d«, a g t £ b. • 
lf(u, xs(u), xs(u)) + Kxs(u)-]du, a^t^b.. 
- s s 
'ĂJ* 
Ь 
f f G(t9 u 
a 
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Let {sn} be a nonincreasing sequence in I converging to se I. Then xtn(t) is 
a nondecreasing sequence converging to a function x(t) ^ xs(t) pointwise in [a, b]. 
Further both sequences {xSn}, {xSn} are uniformly bounded on [a, b]. The uniform 
boundedness of {xSn(t)} follows from the inequalities x8i(t) g xSn(t) ^ ... S xs(t) 
for each n — 1, 2, ..., and each te [a, b]. The uniform boundedness of {x'Sn(t)} 
follows on the basis of the Bernstein - Nagumo condition from that of {xSn(t)}. 
As xSn(t) =f(r, xSn(t), xSn(t)) + sn, the sequence {xSn(t)} is uniformly bounded on 
[a, b], too and hence, by the Ascoli theorem, there is a subsequence {xSn(k)(t)} 
such that {*Sn(k)(0} converges uniformly to x(t) and {x'Snik)(t)} to x'(t) on [a,b]. 
From (29), (30), by the limit process for s = sn{k) we get that 
c b 
x(t) = —- + J G(t, u) \_f(u, x(u)9 x'(u)) 4- Kx(u) 4- s] du, a ^ t ^ 6. 
-K a 
This implies that x(t) is a solution of (1,), (2 )̂ which, on the basis of the uniqueness 
result, gives that x(t) s xs(t), a ^ t ^ b, and the proof in this case is complete. 
Similarly we can proceed when {sn} is a nondecreasing sequence. In both cases 
the whole sequences {xSn(t)}, {x'8n(t)} converge uniformly (to the function xs(t) 
and x'8(t), respectively). Since any convergent sequence {sn} c I contains a mono-
tonic convergent subsequence, the proof by contradiction gives that also in the 
general case {xSn(t)} converges uniformly on [a, b] to xs(t) and {x
f
Sn(f)} to x8(t) 
what we had to prove. 
Theorem 6. If f satisfies a Bernstein —Nagumo condition and is such that there 
exist two sequences 
st < s2 < ... < sn < ... -> oo, S-t > s~2 > ... > s~n > ..• -* —oo, 
as n -» oo with S-x g sx and the sequences 
di < d2 < ... < dn < ... -> oo, ct > c2 > ... > cn > ... -• —oo, 
as n -^ oo where cx < di9 with the property 
(31) sn g - iA(0, s-n £ -cp(dn\ n = 1,2,..., 
then the problem (ls), (2 )̂ has a solution for each se R. 
Proof. By (31), and the statement 6, for each s e [s~n, sn] cn is a lower solution 
and dn is an upper solution of (I,), (2 )̂. Hence by Theorem 3, there exists a solution 
xs(t) for (ls), (2y) such that cn £ xs(t) ^dn,a^t<>b. 
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A S P E C I A L CASE OF / 
When f = f(f, x), then this function satisfies a Bernstein - Nagumo condition. 
Now the functions <p(c), ij/(c) will mean 
(32) <p(c) = min f(t, c), \//(c) = max f(t, c). 
Consider the case 
f(t,.) is nondecreasing in R for each t e [a, b]. 
Then <p(c) and \j/(c) are nondecreasing, too. Since the conditions of Lemma 4 are 
fulfilled, Peano's phenomenon can occur for the problem (2J), 
(33) - xT = / ( / , x). 
Further, by the statement 4, if there exist a lower and an upper solution for (33), 
(2j), then there exist a lower solution <x(t) and an upper rolution P(t) for that problem 
such that a(0 £ p(t) on [a, b] and by Theorem 3 we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. If f(t,.) is nondecreasing in R for each t e [a, b] and there exists 
a lower solution <x(t) and an upper solution P(t)for the problem (33), (2^), then there 
exists a solution x(t) of that problem satisfying 
a(r) - c £ x(t) ^ p(t) + c, a^t ^ b, 
for a c = 0 such that a(f) - c = p(t) + c for all t e [a, b]. 
Now we shall apply the theory of antitone operators (see [8]). Consider the 
vector space C = C([a, b], R) with the sup-norm. Then C is a Banach space which 
can be ordered by the rule x ^ y iff x(t) ^ y(t) for every / e [a, b] for two func-
tions x9yeC.C with this ordering is an ordered Banach space. The positive cone 
in this space is made of all nonnegative continuous functions on [a, b]. Pis normal. 
If <x £ ft are two points of C, then the subset [a, ft] = {z e C: a ^ z ^ /?} is called 
an ordered interval. 
Suppose that K < 0 is a constant and consider the operator T defined by (18). 
Since 
b 
(34) Tx(t) = J G(t, s) [f(s, x(s)) + Kx(s)} ds, a £ t ^ b, 
T: C -» C We can easily show that T is a completely continuous operator. If the 
function f(t, x) + Kx is nondecreasing in x e R for each fixed t e [a, b], then T is 
antitone, which means that for any two elements x, y e C, x £ y implies that 
Tx ^ Ty. By Theorem 1 in [8], p. 533, we get the following theorem (compare 
with Theorem 10 in [8], p. 552). 
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Theorem 8. Let there exist two numbers K < 0 and cxe R such that the function 
(35) f(t, x) + Kx = c- for each (t, x) e [a, b] x R, 
or 
f(t, x) + Kx ^ ct for each (t, x) e [a, b]xR 
and let the function f(t, x) + Kx be nondecreasing in x e Rfor each t e [a, b]. Then 
there exists a unique solution of (33), (2j). 
Proof. Since G(t, s) g 0 for all (/, s) e [a, b] x [a, b], the inequality f(t, x) + 
+ Kx ^ cx implies that 
Tx(t) = J G(t, s) cxds = ^ for all x(t) e C. 
Similarly in the second case of (35) T is bounded from above. Then the existence 
of a solution to (33), (2j) follows from Theorem 1 cited above. As f(t,.) is increasing 
for each t e [a, b], the uniqueness of that solution is implied by Theorem 2. 
In caSe 
the function f(t, x) + Kx is nonincreasing in xe R for each t e [a, b], 
the operator T given by (34) is isotone, i.e. if x, y e C and x S y, then Tx < Ty. 
By Corollary 2.2 ([1], p. 369) we get tl̂ e following theorem. 
Theorem 9. Let there exist a number K < 0 such that the function f(t, x) + Kx 
is nonincreasing in x e Rfor each fixed t e [a, b] and let there exist a lower solution (x(t) 
and an upper solution P(t) of the problem (33), (2y) whereby a(0 S P(t), a ^ t ^ b. 
Then there exist a minimal solution u(t) and a maximal solution v(t) of (33), (2 )̂ 
in the order interval [a, /?]. Moreover, the sequences {ap}ps:0, {Pp}pssQ defined by 
a0(0 = «(/), ap+1(0 = Tap(t), 0o(t) == P(t), pp+l(t) = Tpp(t), 
a^t^b, p = 0,1,2, . . . , 
are such that 
a0(0 = ax(0 = ... ;= ap(0 = ... ^ "(0 ^ v(t) = ... ^ Pp(t) ^ ... ^ 
= fit(t) = J80(0, a = / = fe, 
and lim ap(0 = w(0, Km £p(0
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